
RLI Marine builder’s risk protection
is built from the ground up

builder’s risk and installation

Just as a construction project requires a skilled, experienced 

contractor to do the job right, your customers expect no less from 

their construction coverages. RLI Marine now offers the best 

coverage for construction projects, as well as standard inland 

marine protection and additional coverages.

Construction site losses often exceed what appears upon initial 

review. We design our broad array of coverage extensions and 

supplemental coverages to indemnify our insureds for the losses 

that are not so readily apparent. You can trust in our experience 

and expertise for your unique builders’ risk protection needs.

AT RLI, WE’RE DIFFERENT — AND THAT’S GOOD FOR YOU.

RLI Marine’s underwriters are an experienced crew. Each office 

is staffed with seasoned professionals who respond to market 

demands and opportunities more quickly than many of our 

competitors. Our clients benefit from our niche underwriting focus 

and the creative approaches we deliver. We listen to the requests 

of our customers and find ways to meet their needs. The result? 

Producers have a reliable market for coverage, and insureds get a 

program tailored to their unique needs.

Our claims staff is experienced in all types of marine claims and 

is proactive in the settlement process should a loss occur. 
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builder’s risk and installation

RLI’s record of financial strength has earned high regard 
from the insurance industry’s most respected rating agencies 
— an “A+” (Superior) rating from A.M. Best and “A+” (Strong) 
from Standard & Poor’s — and RLI has appeared in the 
Ward’s 50 every year of the survey’s existence.

RLI MARINE BEGINS 

WHERE MANY DO NOT —

WE LISTEN TO OUR CUSTOMERS 

OBTAINING A qUOTE

To receive a competitive quote for builder’s risk 

coverage from RLI Marine, please contact your 

local RLI Marine underwriter for program details. 

Consult actual policy for exact terms, conditions and 

exclusions governing coverage for this and all RLI 

products.

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

…or to contact an underwriter, visit our website at 
www.rlimarine.com.
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ADDITIONAL RLI MARINE COvERAGES

We offer a host of other Marine coverages including marine 
artisans, ocean cargo and inland transit, commercial hull and P&I, 
marine builders risk, marine liability, excess liabilty, and inland 
marine and related property.

BUILDERS’ RISk COvERAGES

• Building materials and supplies during course of 
construction

• After purchase of materials and supplies through 
transportation and storage risks, on and off job sites

• Covered losses may include costs of labor, profit and 
delivery charges

• Emergency removal of property, plus where property is 
temporarily located

• Removal of debris, pollutants and fungal growth

• Fire department service charges, contract penalties 
and other costs for repairs or law compliance

• Loss coverage due to fraud or deceit

• Hoisting or rigging operations’ job site exposures

• Sewer backup coverage

• Earthquake or flood extended coverage

• Coverage for soft costs (10 varieties), extra expenses, 
and rental income available

• Equipment breakdown coverage available

• Full policy limits for electrical, hydraulic and 
mechanical testing

BENEFITS OF RLI MARINE

• ExpERIENCED UNDERWRITERS: Our underwriters are 
among the most experienced in the industry and are 
innovative in tailoring the coverage to your specific 
needs.

• COMMITMENT TO LOSS CONTROL: We are committed 
to helping you reduce loss costs with proven risk 
control methods.

• FINANCIAL STRENGTH: RLI is rated A+ (Superior) by 
A.M. Best and A+ (Strong) by Standard & Poor’s.


